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Schedule 4          Fees and Charges @ May Shaw Swansea 

    

Whilst the Australian Government provides some funding for residential services to 

assist with the costs associated with providing care, most residents will pay some 

additional fees & charges.    

The Department of Human Services has a scheduled fee increase twice yearly – 

20th March & 20th September.    

As a not-for-profit, we are committed to providing accommodation and services to 

elderly people assessed by the Government as requiring care.    

If your income and assets are over a certain amount you may be asked to make an 

accommodation payment that you agree with the home prior to entry.   

From 1st July 2014 the Accommodation payment can be made as a lump sum called 

a Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or as a Daily Accommodation 

Payment (DAP).    

It can also be a combination of a RAD and a DAP. Within 28 days of entry, you must 

choose method of payment.    

May Shaw has single rooms, with ensuite. Residents are welcome to bring their own 

furniture when they move in, such as a favourite chest of drawers or armchair for 

reading. We provide a bed and wardrobe. 

    

 

 

Swan Wing Premium Room

  - Single with private ensuite, overviewing beautiful recreation area and the Oyster Bay

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - Short distance to dining area

  - Enjoy access to fully landscaped outdoor garden area

$440,000 or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020 $49.42

93% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $410,000 and

7% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $3.36

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation
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Prosser Wing Premium Room

  - Single room with private ensuite, double-sized of regular room

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - Quiet room with tea making facilities, table and chairs for residents to relax in the area

  - A sun room overviewing graden and visitors' car park

$440,000 or

$49.42

58% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $255,000 and

42% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $20.78

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation
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Spring Bay Wing Mountain / Sea View Room

  - Single mountain / sea view room with private ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - Short distance to dining area

  - Enjoy access to fully landscaped outdoor garden area

$350,000 or

$39.31

57% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $200,000 and

43% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $16.84

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation

Apsley Wing Deluxe Room

  - Modified single room with private ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Private ensuite furnished with bathroom amenities, grab rails and wheel chair assessible

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - All rooms have well-appointed courtyards and cosy sitting area are readily available

$440,000 or

$49.42

9% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $40,000 and

91% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $44.93

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP)

Maximum price for accommodation

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or
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Prosser Wing Room

  - Single room with private ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - Quiet room with tea making facilities, table and chairs for residents to relax in the area

  - A sun room overviewing graden and visitors' car park

$440,000 or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020 $49.42

58% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $255,000 and

42% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $20.78

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation

Spring Bay Wing Room 8 & 12

  - Single room with private ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - Short distance to dining area

  - Enjoy access to fully landscaped outdoor garden area

$350,000 or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020 $39.31

57% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $200,000 and

43% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $16.84

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation
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Spring Bay Wing Room 18

  - Single room with private ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - An in-built ceililng Golman track lifter

  - Enjoy access to fully landscaped outdoor garden area

  - Short distance to dining area

$440,000 or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020 $49.42

23% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $100,000 and

77% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $38.19

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation
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May Shaw Regular Room

  - Single room with private ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Short distance to dining area

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - A sun room overviewing graden and visitors' car park

$350,000 or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020 $39.31

57% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $200,000 and

43% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $16.84

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or

Oyster Bay Wing Room

  - Single room with private ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Bedroom and bathroom have emergency call bells

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

  - Tea-making room and sitting room available for residents to socialize with friends and family

$440,000 or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020 $49.42

23% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $100,000 and

77% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $38.19

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or
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May Shaw Twin Room

  - Single room with shared ensuite

  - Well maintained and lit rooms with painted wall

  - Electric high/low bed and appropriate furniture and storage areas

  - Private ensuite furnished with bathroom amenities, grab rails and wheel chair assessible

  - All rooms have well-appointed courtyards and cosy sitting area are readily available

  - Panel heater and secured window in the room ensures good lighting and temperature

$300,000 or

    Maximum Daily Accommodation Payment (DAP) *MPIR=4.10% from  01/10/2020 $33.69

33% of the accommodation payment as a refundable deposit (RAD) and $100,000 and

67% of the accommodation payment by periodic daily payments (DAP) $22.46

Example of a combination payment

Maximum price for accommodation

    Maximum Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD) or


